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Background
• Stockton University identified its 10 ELOs in 2010
• Began alignments by connecting General Studies objectives to ELOs
• Followed by alignment of ELOs with IDEA objectives
• University-wide curriculum mapping project as part of annual and 5-year 

review of academic programs
• Mapping made visible alignments of accredited and non-accredited 

program goals to ELOs
• Facilitated assessment planning
• Communication of alignments to students through syllabi and 

assignments



Definition
The Learning Paradigm College, John Tagg

Alignments add value to students’ educational experience

Students perceive learning across the curriculum as opposed to class by 
class, inside the University and in the world



Definition
The Learning Paradigm College, John Tagg

• Alignments contribute to student learning

Connect learning across a scaffolded, high-impact assignment

Connect learning across courses and disciplines

Provide continuity, consistency, and collaboration in the classroom and 
across the campus



Definition
The Learning Paradigm College, John Tagg

• Alignments encourage shared pedagogical practices across a campus

• A single rubric can be used in a variety of courses and disciplines

• Teachers can instruct students to craft self-assessments or 
learning/success plans, setting goals for first to senior year

• Leads to coherence 

• Supports electronic portfolios



Session Goals
1. Alignment of various outcomes is possible

• Institutional outcomes/essential learning

• outcomes (ELOs)
• General Studies outcomes
• Student ratings of instruction outcomes (IDEA)
• Program outcomes (Writing, Health Sciences)
• Accreditation outcomes (Business)

2. How to accomplish alignments

3. Ways to share alignments with students
• Syllabus

• Assignments

4. Participants’ opportunity to produce alignments



ELOs, 2010



ELOs, 2010

Adding ELOs created goals overload
At that time, Stockton faculty had

General Studies outcomes
Program outcomes
Accreditation outcomes
Student ratings of instruction outcomes

With ELOs, there were just simply too many outcomes.

Creating buy-in for ELOs required creating a plan for making 
connections between the outcomes.



Began with General Studies

10 ELOs

vs.

13 General Studies Objectives

and

W1, W2, A, H, V, I, Q1, Q2

So, as you can imagine, aligning ELOs to General Studies 
objectives was not simple.



Began 
with

General

Studies



Began with General Studies

Some ELOs did not align with any of the 13 General Studies 
objectives.

• Program Competence
• Teamwork & Collaboration
• Information Literacy and Research Skills

Some General Studies objectives did not align with the ELOs.

• Lifelong learning
• Experiential and experimental learning
• History
• Science
• Interdisciplinarity



Moved on

to IDEA

Objectives



Moved on to IDEA Objectives

One ELO did not align with any IDEA objectives.

• Adapting to Change

One IDEA objectives did not align with any ELOs.

• Learning to apply knowledge and skills to benefit others or serve the 
public good



First-Year Writing

Program Goals

These goals align with three ELOs:
Adapting to Change

• Attitude about Writing

Communication Skills
• Variety of Writing
• Quality of Writing

Information Literacy & Research Skills
• Use of Sources



Introduction to Health Sciences Program/Course Goals

NOTE: Some 
program goals 
do not have 
corresponding 
course goals or 
ELOs.



Management 
Theory,

Practice, and

Vision

Course Goals



How to Accomplish Alignments
At Stockton University, we attached alignments to the annual and 5-year review 
reporting process and created a curriculum mapping template to facilitate 
aligning program and course goals to institutional priorities and ELOs. The 
curriculum map also connects assessment planning to goals alignment.



Ways to Share 
Alignments 
with Students
Include

Alignments

right on the

syllabus



Ways to 

Share 
Alignments 
with 
Students
Example from

Perspectives on

Women syllabus



Ways to 

Share 
Alignments 
with 
Students
Include 
alignments with 
assignment 
descriptions



Now, It’s Your Turn

Here’s your task:

• Work at your table, in a group of 4 or 5

• Review the Philosophy department goals and outcomes, assignment 
description, rubric, AAC&U Essential Learning Outcomes, and the 
strategic plan

• Complete an alignment using the curriculum mapping template 
provided

FYI: In this case, you will have to identify assignment goals from the

assignment description in order to complete the map.

An assignment, such as the one described here, may meet more than 
a single program/course outcome or ELO.



Now, It’s Your Turn

Step 1:

Identify assignment goals from the assignment description

• In a written assignment or oral discussion, students will be 
able to demonstrate knowledge of the major areas of 
philosophy and use that knowledge to analyze classic and/or 
contemporary issues in metaphysics, epistemology, axiology 
and/or political philosophy.



Now, It’s Your Turn

Step 2:

Review the rubric to make

sure that the criteria match

the assignment goals

If the criteria do not match

the assignment goals, then

you will need to adjust the goals/criteria



Now, It’s Your Turn

Step 3:

Determine whether the Philosophy department goals and 
objectives connect to the assignment goals/rubric criteria

If the criteria do not match the assignment goals, then you will 
need to adjust the assignment goals/rubric criteria or the 
Philosophy department goals and objectives



Now, It’s Your Turn

Step 4:

Essential Learning Outcomes (or institutional outcomes) are 
general statements of outcomes commonly associated with a 
liberal arts education. AAC&U intends for the outcomes to 
encompass students’ learning across disciplines and in general 
education.

Review the AAC&U outcomes and select one or more that 
overlap with the assignment goals.



Now, It’s Your Turn

Step 4:



Now, It’s Your Turn

Step 5:

Most strategic priorities are also very general. The goal of 
strategic planning is to involve the entire institution in the effort 
to attain relevant objectives during the 3-5 year term of the plan.

Read through the strategic priorities and the associated goals, 
and locate those that best connect to the assignment outcomes.

What if the assignment goals do not fit with the strategic 
priorities?



Now, It’s Your Turn

Step 5:
Exceptional Research, Innovation & Creativity

• Increase productivity
• Develop unique strengths
• Advance the institution’s reach

Transform Student Experience
• Excellent teaching
• Student engagement
• Student support

Outreach & Engagement
• Increase access to research
• Expand engagement opportunities
• Increase contributions to economic vitality

Institutional Effectiveness
• Diversity
• Integrity
• Economic viability



Now, It’s Your Turn

Step 6:

It’s important that these documents share words and concepts. In 
addition to adjustment you have already made, you may need to 
edit some of the language. FYI: If you need to adjust one 
document, you may also need to adjust others. For instance, you 
may discover that the assignment description is not specific 
enough to help guide student learning or to help you perform 
goals alignment.



Now, It’s Your Turn

Share your work

What is easy, difficult

What is left out of your alignment

Thoughts about how to include what is excluded



Questions?

Comments?

Suggestions?

Thank You!



Philosophy Assignment 
 
In a written assignment or oral discussion, students will be able to demonstrate knowledge of 
the major areas of philosophy and use that knowledge to analyze classic and/or contemporary 
issues in metaphysics, epistemology, axiology and/or political philosophy. 
 



Goals and Objectives 
Philosophy Department Goals and Objectives 
 
PHILOSOPHY PROGRAM OBJECTIVES 
The basic objectives of the Philosophy Department, found in the Course Catalog, are: 

1. To inspire the student to confront the philosophical problems implicit in the experience of self, others 
and the universe, together with the question of their relations to ultimate transcendence (God and 
immortality); 

2. To develop in the student habits of clear, critical thinking within the framework of both an adequate 
philosophical methodology and accepted norms of scholarship; 

3. To introduce the student to reading critically the great philosophers, past and present, and 
4. Finally, to help the student to formulate for himself or herself a philosophy of life or world-view 

consistent with the objectives of liberal education at a Catholic university. 
 
PHILOSOPHY PROGRAM OUTCOMES 
Goal I. Students will develop a crucial understanding of major traditions and contemporary ideas in the field 
of philosophy. 
 
Students will read and critically assess the work of central thinkers in the history of philosophy. 
Students will explore and understand the historical development of major philosophical ideas. 
Students will develop a critical understanding of various key concepts in philosophy such as ‘truth’, 
‘meaning’, ‘reality’, ‘mind,’ ‘the good’, ‘beauty’, and ‘political authority’.  
 
Goal II: Students will learn to understand and apply concepts and theories of moral philosophy.  
 
Students will learn to identify and evaluate ethical principles, values and traditions of moral reasoning. 
Students will learn to identify and evaluate critically the ethical foundations of key social institutions and 
professions with a view toward social justice. 
 
Goal III: Students will acquire the skills to write and speak effectively about philosophy and other subjects. 
 
Students will learn to recognize what constitutes relevant material and support for ideas. 
Students will learn to organize and to develop material in a well-reasoned manner. 
Students will learn to communicate ideas clearly with adequate definition and illustration both in writing 
and in speech. 
 
Goal IV: Students will acquire the abilities to read, evaluate and respond critically to intellectual material 
from any discipline. 
 
Students will learn to give fair treatment to views and values present in intellectual materials from other 
disciplines. 
Students will learn to identify the main thesis in any discourse and to evaluate its supporting evidence. 
Students will learn to detect presuppositions, value judgments and generalizations, and to evaluate their 
implications. 

 



May 2017 Philosophy  Paper Grading Rubric Professor Micah T. Lewin 
 

In her paper, the author… Excellent Needs Improvement Unacceptable 
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(1) Thesis Statement 

(5 points) 

Please note: Though the thesis counts for 

relatively few points itself, having an 

unsatisfactory thesis statement has negative 

consequences that will ripple out and 

deleteriously affect your paper’s argument 

and organization. 

... articulates a clear and precise thesis statement that 
is easily identifiable, placed in the introduction. (4.5 - 5 
points) 

… articulates an identifiable thesis statement, but it 
may suffer from some vagueness, ambiguity or 
imprecision. (3.5 - 3.9 points) 

… provides no discernable, coherent thesis statement 
whatsoever (even a tacit one). The author’s main point 
in the essay is either inconsistent or unintelligible. 
(< 3 points) 

(2) Arguments: Inferential Structure & 
Consistency 

(15 points) 

… clearly and precisely spells out the premises, 
inferences, & argument/ inferential structure used to 
establish (sub-conclusions en route to) the overall 
conclusion/ thesis of the paper. The internal 
consistency of the author’s argument is readily 
appreciable. 
(13.5 - 15 points) 

… articulates some coherent premises, inferences, & 
argument/ inferential structure in order to help 
establish the sub-conclusions and conclusions of her 
paper. Without making some modifications, the author’s 
argument may not be internally consistent. 
(10.5 - 11.9 points) 

… fails to articulate a minimally-coherent 
argument/inferential structure, intelligible premises, or 
inferential relations between claims.  There is no 
intelligible or consistent line of argument presented. 
(< 9 points) 

(3) Arguments: 
Strength 

(15 points) 

… clearly presents a highly plausible argument that is 
valid (if deductive) or strong (if inductive). Premises are 
either noncontroversial or strongly supported with sub-
arguments. The author accurately and explicitly 
articulates the degree to which her argumentative 
strategy (i.e. premises and inferences) lends support to 
her conclusion(s) and includes appropriate 
qualifications as needed. 
(13.5 - 15 points) 

… presents an argument that may not be readily 
recognized or reconstructed as valid (if deductive) or as 
strong (if inductive). Premises may be neither 
immediately plausible nor supported with sub-
arguments.  The author articulates but does not 
accurately gauge or qualify the degree to which her 
argumentative strategy (i.e. premises and inferences) 
lend support to her conclusion(s). 
(10.5 - 11.9 points) 

… presents little to no coherent argument at all. Few if 
any ineligible premises or inferential relations between 
claims can be coherently discerned. There is no explicit 
attempt to gauge the degree of support the author’s 
argument lends her conclusion(s). 
(< 9 points) 

(4) Consideration of Alternatives/ 
Counterarguments (10 points) 

... precisely articulates and charitably considers and 
evaluates a number of viable, alternative positions & 
counter- arguments (both obvious & novel ones) vis-à-
vis her own position and arguments; responds to these 
alternatives adeptly & insightfully. 
(9 - 10 points) 

… considers and evaluates some alternative positions 
and counterarguments vis-à-vis her own position, 
though these opposing views are not really plausible or 
viable, and they may not be fully articulated; provides 
some coherent response to them. 
(7 - 7.9 points) 

… does not consider, evaluate, or respond to any 
alternative, opposing positions or counterarguments. 
(< 6 points) 
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(5) Insightfulness, Creativity, and Novelty/ 
Originality of one’s own thesis, argumentation, 
& exposition 

(5 points) 

… presents a remarkably creative, novel thesis and/or 
argument for her position that demonstrates genuine, 
philosophical insight. Explanation/analysis in (6) & (7) is 
highly creative. 
(4.5 - 5 points) 

… clearly and coherently articulates existing arguments 
and exposition for an extant position/thesis on the 
subject matter, but phrases them in the author’s own 
words. 
(3.5 - 3.9 points) 

… fails to present a coherent or consistent thesis or 
intelligible argument at all; any semblance thereof 
resorts to heavily copying or quoting existing work of 
others. (< 3 points) 

(6) Explanation and Analysis of Topic/ 
Question/Problem and Related Ideas at Issue 
(15 points) 

... articulates & explains the topic/question at issue, 
breaking down the problem into constituent parts & 
their interrelations, all with great clarity, insight, & 
exactitude. Clearly, precisely, & compellingly analyzes 
the ideas and concepts involved therein. 
(13.5-15 points) 

... minimally, inaccurately, or vaguely articulates and 
explains the topic/question at issue as well as its 
component parts. 
Provides a minimal, inaccurate or imprecise 
analysis of the ideas and concepts involved 
therein. 
(10.5-11.9 points) 

… does not recognizably attempt (and thus fails) to 
articulate the issue/topic/ question to be addressed by 
the paper, and does not recognizably attempt to analyze 
the underlying concepts/ideas that would be involved 
therein to any coherent degree. 
(< 9 points) 

(7) Exposition, Analysis, and Evaluation of 
Others’ Arguments & Positions (with regard to 
(6)) 

(15 points) 

Note: evaluation of others’ arguments 

should be for internal consistency, relative 

strength of argument, & comparative 

plausibility versus other positions. 

... clearly, charitably, and accurately characterizes, 
explains, analyzes, & evaluates other authors’ 
positions, breaking down & thoughtfully 
reconstructing their arguments with precision & an 
eye for nuance. 
(13.5 - 15 points) 

… characterizes, explains, analyzes, & evaluates others’ 
positions with only a minimal degree of charity, & not in 
their best terms. The reconstruction of others views 
suffers from inaccuracy and/or a lack of precision & 
clarity. 
(10.5-11.9 points) 

… does not even attempt to seriously engage with 
other authors’ views. The author does not attempt 
to describe, analyze, or evaluate other authors’ 
positions in any sustained, significant, appreciable, 
or intelligible way. 
(< 9 points) 
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(8) Integration of Background Explanation (i.e. 
(6) and (7)) and one’s own position (i.e. (1)-(5)) 
into an overarching understanding. 

(5 points) 

… clearly, compellingly, and precisely weaves an 
understanding of the topic/question and ideas at issue 
(6) and the positions of others thereabout (7), with a 
gripping argument/case for her own position ((1) -(5)) 
into an integrative, overarching framework or picture 
that insightfully casts/captures the subject matter as a 
whole. Connections drawn between elements therein 
are accurate and edifying. 
(4.5 - 5 points) 

… without much clarity, accuracy, depth, or 
precision—and/or only to a minimal degree—
integrates an understanding of the topic/question at 
issue (6), others’ views on the matter (7), with her own 
argument and position ((1) - (5)). The resulting view of 
the subject matter and connections drawn between 
elements therein is merely partial, inaccurate, 
imprecise, or unedifying/uninsightful. (3.5-3.9 points) 

… does not even attempt to integrate a background 
understanding of the topic/question (6), others’ views 
on the matter (7), and her own argument and 
viewpoint on the issue ((1)-(5)) into a coherent whole. 
Connections between these elements are left 
undrawn to any appreciable or intelligible degree. 
(< 3 points) 
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(9) Roadmapping 

(2.5 points) 

Please note: Though Roadmapping counts for 

relatively few points itself, having an 

unsatisfactory roadmap will likely also 

negatively affect your score for (11), 

“Structure,” which counts for five additional 

points. 

… includes, with her thesis, a clear and precise plan—a 
roadmap—for how the author will establish this thesis, 
and sticks to this roadmap in an easy to follow way 
throughout the paper. 
(2.25 - 2.5 points) 

…includes, at some point early on in the paper, only a 
minimal plan— a roadmap— of argumentation to 
establish her thesis. It may suffer from some vagueness 
or imprecision. The author, perhaps with some 
noticeable lapses, can be seen as attempting to 
faithfully follow this roadmap in her paper. 
(1.75 - 1.99 points) 

… provides no discernable, coherent plan (roadmap) of 
argumentation whatsoever (even a tacit one). The 
author’s argumentative plan for the essay is 
unappreciable or unintelligible. 
(< 1.5 points) 

(10) Guide-posting 

(2.5 points) 

Please note: Though Guide- posting counts 

for relatively few points itself, having 

unsatisfactory guide-posts will likely also 

negatively affect your score for (11), 

“Structure,” which counts for five additional 

points. 

… includes a good number of clear & helpful “guide-
posts” or transition/ organizational guiding phrases 
throughout the paper, indicating where the reader is 
within the author’s argument structure and plan thereof 
(roadmap). 
(2.25 - 2.5 points) 

…includes a few guideposts, or transition/ organizational 
guiding phrases to indicate where the reader is within the 
author’s argument or plan thereof (roadmap). 
These may not be particularly clear, precise, or 
helpful. 
(1.75 - 1.99 points) 

… includes no discernable, coherent, or explicit 
guideposts—or transition/organizational guiding 
phrases used to help navigate the author’s argument or 
plan thereof (roadmap)— whatsoever. 
(< 1.5 points) 

(11) Structure 

(5 points) 

Remember: The point of your introduction is 

to concisely introduce the topic, thesis, and 

plan (roadmap) for your essay, and the 

conclusion is used to complete, tidy-up or 

address unfinished business, e.g., by raising 

and responding (or acknowledging one’s 

inability to respond in this paper) to certain,  

pertinent  objections, or e.g., by concisely 

considering relevant further implications of 

one’s thesis for matters outside the scope of 

the paper. 

… crafts a very well-organized essay, with a perspicuous, 
easy-to-follow structure that allows the author’s line of 
thought to come through clearly and powerfully. The 
paper’s introduction & conclusion are to the point & 
without excess frill and fluff. The body of the essay has 
a well-paced flow with an excellent ordering of 
paragraphs & sections. Topics, ideas, exposition, 
explanation, argument, & analysis are presented in an 
illuminating order and natural progression. 
(4.5 - 5 points) 

… crafts a somewhat-organized essay, with a structure 
that occasionally impedes the author’s line of thought 
from being manifest. The paper’s introduction & 
conclusion may be overly broad and thematic, 
incorporating needless frill & fluff. The essay’s body 
may not flow well, and paragraphs & sections of the 
paper are not very thoughtfully or illuminatingly 
ordered. The order/progression & presentation of 
topics, ideas, argument, & etc. may not be helpful or 
well thought- out. 
(3.5 - 3.9 points) 

… without much evident effort, drafts a very 
unorganized essay, with a structure that altogether 
hampers the perspicuity, clarity, and intelligibility of the 
author’s attempted discussion. The paper’s introduction 
& conclusion are overly broad, verbose (chock- full-of 
“word filler”), missing, or off topic. The essay’s body 
does not flow coherently, and paragraphs & sections of 
the paper are either not present or without an 
intelligible ordering or progression between topics, 
ideas, analysis, etc. (< 3 points) 

(12) Readability/ Understandability (5 

points) 

Please note: Though  Readability/ 

Understandability counts for relatively few 

points itself, having a difficult to read paper 

will inescapably negatively affect your 

assessment for almost all other categories 

as it will simply be more difficult for your 

reader/evaluator to understand your essay 

and the parts thereof. 

… crafts prose that is at once manifestly easy-to-follow, 
readable, precise, clear and edifying. The reader can 
easily understand the author’s argument, explanation, 
analysis and exposition with no extraneous interpretive 
effort. The author’s writing is concise without sacrificing 
clarity or obfuscating important details. Words are very 
well chosen, & technical terminology/concepts are 
lucidly & perspicuously defined/explained & 
meticulously employed. 
(4.5 - 5 points) 

… crafts prose that is somewhat readable but 
sometimes difficult to follow and unclear. The reader 
may have difficulty understanding the author’s 
argument & text without significant interpretive effort. 
Despite good faith effort, the author’s writing may not 
properly balance concision, clarity, & detail. Words may 
be chosen with some, minimal thoughtfulness, and 
technical concepts are not well-defined, explained, or 
precisely employed. 
(3.5 - 3.9 points) 

… crafts prose that is unclear and very difficult to 
follow.  It is not evident that the author has put any real 
effort into her readers’ ability to follow her writing. The 
reader will find it very difficult to follow a coherent line 
of thought in the text even with extensive, charitable 
interpretive effort. Words are not well selected or 
thoughtfully chosen, and technical terms are either not 
used at all or left completely undefined and employed 
without clarity or precision. 
(< 3 points) 

OVERALL 

(100 points) 

A 

(90-100 points) 

C 

(70-79 points) 

F 

(< 59 points) 



Essential Learning Outcomes 
Association of American Colleges and Universities 
 
Knowledge of Human Cultures and the Physical and Natural World  

 Through study in the sciences and mathematics, social sciences, humanities, histories, 
languages, and the arts 

Focused by engagement with big questions, both contemporary and enduring 
 
Intellectual and Practical Skills, Including  

 Inquiry and analysis 
 Critical and creative thinking 
 Written and oral communication 
 Quantitative literacy 
 Information literacy 
 Teamwork and problem solving 

Practiced extensively, across the curriculum, in the context of progressively more challenging 
problems, projects, and standards for performance 
 
Personal and Social Responsibility, Including  

 Civic knowledge and engagement—local and global 
 Intercultural knowledge and competence 
 Ethical reasoning and action 
 Foundations and skills for lifelong learning 

Anchored through active involvement with diverse communities and real-world challenges 
 
Integrative and Applied Learning, Including  

 Synthesis and advanced accomplishment across general and specialized studies 
Demonstrated through the application of knowledge, skills, and responsibilities to new settings 
and complex problems 
 



Strategic Plan 
Alignment 

Institutional 
Outcomes 
Alignment

Accreditation 
Outcomes                 

(if relevant)

Program 
Outcomes Course Course Goal

What 
Measurement/ 

Instrument 

Which 
Assignments

Results of 
Measurement

Interpretation of 
Results Actions

Learning
Information 
Literacy & 

Research Skills
N/R

Demonstrate the 
ability to 

synthesize 
research

XXXX 1101   First-
Year 

Communication

Write an essay that 
incorporates more 
than one source of 

information.

Rubric Research paper

80% of the 
students who took 

XXXX 1101, in 
the fall semester 

2014 received a C 
or better on their 
research paper 

assignment, 60% 
received a B or 

better, 20% 
received an A- or 

an A.

The 80%, 60%, 
20% statistics have 

remained 
consistent over the 

past 5 years, 
although the 

program has re-
envisioned the 
research paper 

assignment, revised 
the rubric, and 

offered 
professional 

development for 
the teaching of 

research during 
that time period. 

The program 
would like for 75% 
of the students who 
take XXXX 1101 to 

achieve a B- or 
better on this 
assignment.

The program will 
have a summer 

retreat specifically 
for the purposes of 

redesigning the 
research paper 
assessment. The 
new assessment 
will be piloted in 
the fall semester.

Academic Program Curriculum Map and Assessment Matrix

The following is a fabricated example.

The spaces below are for your notes.



EXCEPTIONAL RESEARCH, 
INNOVATION & CREATIVITY

Goal 1: Increase 
productivity in research, 
innovation, and 
creativity to address the 
grand challenges and 
opportunities of the future.

Goal 2: Further develop 
this University's unique 
strengths and 
opportunities for research, 
innovation, 
and creativity based on its 
locations and land-grant 
mandate to be responsive 
to the needs of the state.

Goal 3: Advance this 
University's reach both 
nationally and 
internationally in existing 
and emerging areas of 
achievement.

TRANSFORMATIVE 
STUDENT EXPERIENCE

Goal 1: Provide an 
excellent teaching and 
learning opportunity to a 
larger and more diverse 
student population.

Goal 2: Provide a 
university experience 
centered on student 
engagement, 
development, and success, 
which prepares graduates 
to lead and excel in a 
diverse United States and 
global society.

Goal 3: Improve curricular 
and student support 
infrastructure to enhance 
access, educational quality, 
and student success in a 
growing institution.

OUTREACH & 
ENGAGEMENT

Goal 1: Increase access to 
and breadth of this 
University's research, 
scholarship, creative, 
academic, and extension 
programs throughout the 
state and the world.

Goal 2: Expand 
and enhance this 
University's engagement 
with institutions, 
communities, 
governments, and the 
private sector.

Goal 3: Increase this 
University's faculty, staff, 
and students’ 
contributions to economic 
vitality, educational 
outcomes, and quality of 
life at the local, state, and 
international levels.

INSTITUTIONAL 
EFFECTIVENESS
Diversity, Integrity, and Openness

Goal 1: Create and sustain 
a university community 
that is diverse, inclusive, 
and equitable.

Goal 2: Cultivate a 
system-wide culture of 
organizational integrity, 
effectiveness, and 
openness that facilitates 
pursuit of the institution’s 
academic aspirations.

Goal 3: Steward and 
diversify resources invested 
by students, the public, 
and private stakeholders 
in a responsible way to 
ensure economic viability 
of the institution.

This University will be one of the nation’s leading land-grant universities, 
preeminent in research and discovery, teaching, and engagement.

Strategic Plan
2014-2019

State University

Values
Quality and Excellence: We are committed to providing quality and excellence in all our endeavors.

Integrity, Trust, and Respect: We are committed to ensuring trust and respect for all persons in an environment that 
cultivates individual and institutional integrity in all that we do.

Research, Innovation, and Creativity: We are committed to the pursuit of inquiry and discovery and to the creation and 
dissemination of knowledge.

Land-Grant Ideals: We are committed to the land-grant ideals of access, engagement, leadership, and service to bring the 
practical benefits of education to the state, nation, and global community.

Diversity and Global Citizenship: We embrace a worldview that recognizes and values the importance of domestic and 
global diversity, global interdependence, and sustainability.

Freedom of Expression: We are committed to the free exchange of ideas in a constructive and civil environment,including 
the canons of academic freedom in research, teaching and outreach.
Stewardship and Accountability: We are committed to serving as ethical and responsible stewards of University resources.

Mission

Strategic
Priorities

hoodc
Highlight
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